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Tim
Where am I going?

Topic
Poste d - 03/02/2007 : 18:03:40

I have been tipped off that there is a Dusty feature and free CD in 2morrow (sunday 4th Feb)'s edition of the S Exp...
(waits for stampede)
Tim

United Kingdom
3422 Posts

MattMidd1
I’ve got a good thing

Poste d - 03/02/2007 : 18:20:18

Oh! - Thanks for letting us know

- What is the CD? - Is it Dusty and friends?

United Kingdom
4270 Posts

Matt.

karenina
Little by little

Poste d - 03/02/2007 : 18:26:29

Ive just told hubbie he has to get it and he replied but thats an awful paper. Ive twisted his arm
280 Posts

daydreamer
Moderator

Poste d - 03/02/2007 : 19:11:23

Thanks for the warning Tim, I'll rush out for my copy first thing, before it sells out

I'm told it's been advertised on

telly.
Carole x

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Mark
I’ve got a good thing

Poste d - 03/02/2007 : 19:20:43

Thanks for the info Tim, I'll be first in the queue at the corner store....(I'll probably be the only one at the corner store,
it opens at 6.30!!)
Mark

United Kingdom
5309 Posts

allherfaces
Administrator

Poste d - 03/02/2007 : 20:54:33

Would someone pullease get me one??? I will repay you on Dusty Day or stand you a pint ....
Signed
Jealous
American
"Yesterday's gone. Love lead me on."
~Roll Away
USA
14235 Posts

MattMidd1
I’ve got a good thing

Poste d - 03/02/2007 : 21:13:03
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I'll do it... - I'd rather have a martini (bewitched style) than a pint

United Kingdom
4270 Posts

I'll send you the artical and CDs after the second one is out - you can E-mail me some Mp3s
Matt.

Edite d by - MattMidd1 on 03/02/2007 21:14:38

Sophie
Where am I going?

Poste d - 03/02/2007 : 21:43:42

oh, i saw the advert, earlier - it's very cool; footage of Dusty at RAH is featured
2302 Posts

i'll get my copy in the morning, too. looking forward to it!
Mads
Where am I going?

Poste d - 04/02/2007 : 00:17:49

GRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR
Anyone feel like scanning it in for me?

Love&&more love
Australia
3323 Posts

DivineDusty
I’ll try anything

Poste d - 04/02/2007 : 04:49:14

Haha I'm with Mads!
We don't get that paper over here? Cos we get some other UK ones, usually a week or so later.
.Divine.Dusty.
Sunny, yesterday my life was filled with rain
Sunny, you smiled at me and really eased the pain
Australia
1066 Posts

Mark
I’ve got a good thing

Poste d - 04/02/2007 : 08:38:55

Anyone walkin' into a British paper shop today won't fail to notice this facing them!.....Let's hope it leads to some more
Dusty converts!

United Kingdom
5309 Posts
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Apologies the track listings aren't too clear.....the bonus tracks are non-Dusty, just a a few groups and songs I've
never heard of!

This is the article about Dusty the musical inside...."West end welcomes back Dusty", I'm not technically minded
enough to make the print bigger, but if anyone can, please do!......(note they have the decade wrong next to the pic
)
of Dusty.....Typical!!
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Mark
Edite d by - Mark on 04/02/2007 09:47:11

DivineDusty
I’ll try anything

Poste d - 04/02/2007 : 09:22:55

Aww thanks Mark!
.Divine.Dusty.
Sunny, yesterday my life was filled with rain
Sunny, you smiled at me and really eased the pain

Australia
1066 Posts

daydreamer
Moderator

Poste d - 04/02/2007 : 09:22:56

The RAH tracks on there might just introduce songs to people who only know her by the hits, which is good. But what
the heck have they done to her hair on the cover? Looks like she's wearing it in bunches! Still, nice to see her
promoted in this way though.
Carole x

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

DivineDusty
I’ll try anything

Poste d - 04/02/2007 : 09:26:01

Yeah the hair is weird... maybe the person designing the cover was dodgey with photoshop..
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But still very awesome to see her on the front of the paper!!
.Divine.Dusty.
Sunny, yesterday my life was filled with rain
Sunny, you smiled at me and really eased the pain

Australia
1066 Posts

Gypsy Rose
Lee
I’ll try anything

USA
1535 Posts

Poste d - 04/02/2007 : 09:33:45

Geeze, you kids sure get a lot of Dusty stuff over there in the UK - we get nothing here.

I supposed that's because

she was a Brit; but, damn, she did have a pretty big career here as well.
Looks like a cultural thing to me - sadly, the U.S. is a disposable culture - we tear down beautiful old buildings to make
way for ugly 90-floor condominiums; toss our greatest talents on the scrap heap if they don't bring in the big bucks
anymore; and, have very little knowledge of and/or respect for History. It's amazing that Independence Hall still stands
in Philadelphia! I'm sure some developer would love nothing more than to turn it into a parking lot for a luxury condo.
Greed, thy name is America!
Awh, but enough of my anti-patriotic ranting!

You kids are so lucky - free Dusty CD's in the Sunday papers -

DAMN!
Love,
Rantin' Ro - Oh, and GOD BLESS AMERICA!!!

Mads
Where am I going?

Poste d - 04/02/2007 : 10:08:51

Oh Ive actually gone a lovely shade of green

Love&&more love

Australia
3323 Posts

DivineDusty
I’ll try anything

Poste d - 04/02/2007 : 10:10:56

Am gonna check the newsagent tomorrow. Im pretty sure they get the Express (usually 5 days later then published but
still..)...but i dont know if its the Sunday one or the weekly one.
*fingers crossed*
.Divine.Dusty.
Sunny, yesterday my life was filled with rain
Sunny, you smiled at me and really eased the pain
Australia
1066 Posts

Edite d by - Divine Dusty on 04/02/2007 10:11:43

Tom Lovett
Little by little

Poste d - 04/02/2007 : 10:28:59

Just fast footed it down to the local Tesco express and got the last four copies of the paper. will try next weekend to
get 4 Part 2's.
I obviously will kep one, who want's a copy, first 3 to email me wins.
Tom.

United Kingdom
944 Posts

Fraser
Little by little

United Kingdom
695 Posts

Poste d - 04/02/2007 : 11:42:59

Just got my copy home and played the first CD. The tracks on there are ALL taken from the RAH concert - and are NOT
the studio versions (altho it doesn't state this on the cover). Next week's track listing looks like it will be the same
thing again. Basically they've re-edited the RAH album to produce a different running order over the 2 CDs.
Fraser

Tim
Where am I going?

Poste d - 04/02/2007 : 12:30:17

yes, nothing too exciting there, I was hoping for an out-take mix to find its way on.
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United Kingdom
3422 Posts

dusty_freak
I’ve got a good thing

Poste d - 04/02/2007 : 14:02:25

Yep, it's safe to say i'mn pretty jealous of you English, oh but i did get to see the musical...twice
Thanks for scanning it in Mark, im gonna ask my little newsagent people if they can order one in for me. I enjoyed the
article about the musical coming to England, even if they did get the decade wrong!!
Clare xoxo
"I'm not Mama's little baby no more..."
Australia
5805 Posts

Sophie
Where am I going?

2302 Posts

Poste d - 04/02/2007 : 14:08:04

i wonder why they chose the RAH versions rather than the studio ones..? seems a bit odd not to state on the CD cover
that they're live versions of the tracks.
but anyway, i'm not complaining! my copy of 'The Express' just arrived; and it's good to see Dusty taking up half of the
even if they have destroyed her beehive..
front page

Fraser
Little by little

United Kingdom
695 Posts

Poste d - 04/02/2007 : 14:18:05

I think they've probably got some kind of deal going with the company (Eagle) that have released the RAH. There's a
separate advert around the middle of the paper for the RAH DVD.
Fraser

MattMidd1
I’ve got a good thing

Poste d - 04/02/2007 : 14:44:39

next to the picture of Dusty on the show artical - it says Dusty in the 90s - they mean 60s - right?
United Kingdom
4270 Posts

I'm quite pleased with it

- I have Nancy's copy aswell - I'll send it after I get the second one - I'll send the artical

too.
Matt.
24 weeks; then France - here I come!!!

Sophie
Where am I going?

Poste d - 04/02/2007 : 14:51:20
quote :

2302 Posts

Originally posted by Fraser
The re 's a se parate a dve rt a round the m iddle of the pape r for the R AH DVD.

so there is!

allherfaces
Administrator

here ya go, folks:

Poste d - 04/02/2007 : 15:00:46

Thank you Mark for the excellent scans.
Thank you Matt for picking up a copy for me so for once I don't have to depend on lovely Tom.
(And haven't I sent you enuf stuff already?)
Thank you Sophie for the scan also. -Is this interview NEW? I dont' recall that having been on the CD.
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And heavens, what did they do to Dusty's hair? They should be fined for that!
"Yesterday's gone. Love lead me on."
~Roll Away

Gypsy Rose
Lee
I’ll try anything

USA
1535 Posts

Poste d - 04/02/2007 : 15:06:25

Calling all Aussies, Canucks & Yanks!
There will be a meeting of us former colonists in order to protest our unfair punishment at the hands of the
mouthpieces for the British Empire!!!
Somewhere in the middle of the Pacific should prove the perfect location for our protest march. Otherwise, we can do
that tea in the Boston Harbour trick again - are ya with us, Nancy???!!!
Getting a tad tired of these Brits gloating at our expense!
Love,
Yankee Doodle Ro
Edite d by - Gypsy R ose Le e on 04/02/2007 15:25:19

dusty_freak
I’ve got a good thing

Poste d - 04/02/2007 : 15:10:21
quote :
Originally posted by Gypsy Rose Lee
[b]
Ge tting a tad tire d of the se Brits gloating at our e x pe nse !

Australia
5805 Posts

Hehe yeah!! Oh but wait, i saw the musical twice...

So that makes up for everything lol!

Clare xoxo
"I'm not Mama's little baby no more..."
allherfaces
Administrator

Poste d - 04/02/2007 : 15:19:13

I saw a Dusty musical twice too, so there.
But ya, Ro, I'm totally with you on the tea thang. We even have a tea party ship replica in da hahbah that can be
rented out for parties.
"Yesterday's gone. Love lead me on."
~Roll Away
USA
14235 Posts

Gypsy Rose
Lee
I’ll try anything

USA
1535 Posts

Poste d - 04/02/2007 : 15:23:48

Then, let's do it, Nancy!!!
There is a up-side - we don't have to call Helen Mirren "Dame".
Love,
Ro
Edite d by - Gypsy R ose Le e on 04/02/2007 15:24:47

allherfaces
Administrator

Poste d - 04/02/2007 : 15:32:36

In my book, she'll always be da Queen, though.
Now, what was the topic? Ro, you are such a bad influence!!
"Yesterday's gone. Love lead me on."
~Roll Away

USA
14235 Posts
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Poste d - 04/02/2007 : 15:53:16

Ive just been listening to mine -wow
280 Posts

. When I first put it on I thought oh no theyve put in the wrong CD or that

grumpy hubby was teasing me because he wasnt pleased about getting that paper (hes happy now though cos hes
watching Mrs Peel)but its just that my media player plays tracks in a strange order and played 15 first which I liked.
Whats the story with the bonus tracks . I tried to search for the lyrics of that one but couldnt find out anything
about any of them.
I absolutely loved This will be, its at least as good as Natalies? if not better. Was it ever recorded in a studio?

Gypsy Rose
Lee
I’ll try anything

Poste d - 04/02/2007 : 15:58:20

It's a lousy job, Nancy - but, someone has to do it!

USA
1535 Posts

Jen
Little by little

Poste d - 04/02/2007 : 17:29:28
quote :
Originally posted by Gypsy Rose Lee
Calling all A ussies, Canucks & Yanks!
The re will be a m e e ting of us form e r colonists in orde r to prote st our unfair punishm e nt at the hands of the m outhpie ce s for the
British Em pire !!!
Love ,
Yank e e Doodle R o

Canada
175 Posts

.....yeah, 'reckon!!!
Sadly, I'll have to dig myself out of my snowy driveway before I can go anywhere!!
Jen
P.S.
(....dammit, I'm doubly subjugated. Thanks for including me in 2 categories Ro!

daydreamer
Moderator

)

Poste d - 04/02/2007 : 18:46:59
quote :
Originally posted by Fraser
Just got m y copy hom e a nd pla ye d the first CD. The tra ck s on the re a re ALL tak e n from the RAH conce rt - a nd a re NO T the
studio ve rsions (altho it doe sn't state this on the cove r). Ne x t we e k 's track listing look s lik e it will be the sam e thing again.
Basically the y've re -e dite d the R AH album to produce a diffe re nt running orde r ove r the 2 CDs.
Frase r

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

I haven't played it yet and would have been surprised at hearing the RAH versions of all the tracks. Like you say, it
doesn't mention that they're all live. And as someone just pointed out to me, The Look of Love without the visuals, is a
long way from hearing Dusty at her best. If this is the first hearing of her for some folk, I hope they don't think she
Wish they'd chosen another song.
always sang the song like that. Whisper it, but she was somewhat off key
Carole x
Fraser
Little by little

United Kingdom
695 Posts

Poste d - 04/02/2007 : 18:56:34

I reckon they've got some kind of deal going on with Eagle - give the CD away in a hacked about and edited form and
advertise the DVD for sale - there's an ad in a separate bit of the paper.
Some of the hits were performed in a long medley - and they've been edited out and separated on these CDs. It's all a
bit odd. And the version of "You Don't Have To Say You Love Me" at the start of the CD is FAR from the best version
we've got of it.
But it's good that she's on the front page of a Sunday newspaper (and not for "scandalous" reasons!)
Fraser

insomniacafe
I’ll try anything

Poste d - 04/02/2007 : 19:37:32

Using the studio versions would have been much more expensive. They did the same thing with the Beach Boys a
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couple of years back - implied that you were getting the familiar 'hit' versions, when in fact they were taken from the
Knebworth concert, also released by Eagle.
Still, a good thing overall.

Netherlands
1509 Posts

karenina

Poste d - 04/02/2007 : 19:46:32

Little by little

280 Posts

No I'd never heard it before but isnt that how most singers sound live after the first couple of songs. The look of love is
quite funny cos she is laughing through it and says something like they pay me for this.

Tim

Poste d - 04/02/2007 : 20:38:54

Where am I going?

I haven't rushed to hear it I must say, like Fraser says it's butchered....nicely put.
Yes sometimes I find the RAH CD a bit hard work to listen too, without being too controversial, it's a long way from the
quality of her 60s live TV performances. Sorry but that's the way I feel. The main exceptions are 'Lose Again' and
'Sandra' which are wonderful. Maybe you had to have been there. And I sure wish I was!!
T
United Kingdom
3422 Posts

karenina
Little by little

280 Posts

dusty_freak
I’ve got a good thing

Edite d by - Tim on 05/02/2007 13:13:52

Poste d - 04/02/2007 : 22:33:56

You dont think its the promoters of the Dusty The original Pop Diva show behind it all, isnt VW one of them.
Noones replied yet about whats behind the bonus tracks-I dont have many virtues and that includes patience.

Poste d - 05/02/2007 : 01:12:55

Nah VW was just the consultant for the musical. I doubt she'd be behind this.
Clare xoxo
"I'm not Mama's little baby no more..."

Australia
5805 Posts

Gypsy Rose
Lee
I’ll try anything

USA
1535 Posts

Tim
Where am I going?

Poste d - 05/02/2007 : 12:59:22

I'm with you there, Tim.

All looks and sounds rather 'thrown together'.

Love,
Ro

Poste d - 05/02/2007 : 13:33:01

Yeah aside from the poodle parlour wig remix on the cover, I'm sure the whole collection is mono. That's cool in vinyl
when it's properly mixed for such - sad for a CD - it condenses the life out of it a bit..
PS. Dear impatient one...the extra tracks are by unsigned session people/bands and unnconnected with Dusty. Most
are bland enough to stop an elevator working in its tracks.
T x
United Kingdom
3422 Posts

daydreamer
Moderator

Poste d - 11/02/2007 : 09:58:43

Don't forget the Sunday Express have the second CD on offer today. A classic Dusty shot on the cover too, perfect
Sorry my scanner is too small to fit the whole cover but expect someone else will manage a full shot.
makeup

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Carole x
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Mark
I’ve got a good thing
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Poste d - 11/02/2007 : 11:28:58

Lovely picture of Dusty.....she reminds me of Thunderbirds Lady Penelope there!

United Kingdom
5309 Posts
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Edite d by - Mark on 11/02/2007 12:41:48

MattMidd1
I’ve got a good thing

Poste d - 11/02/2007 : 11:42:46

My uncle said that too! - I think she did when she sang Everyday I Have To Cry on RSG!.
United Kingdom
4270 Posts

Matt.
24 weeks; then France - here I come!!!

Laura
Administrator

Poste d - 11/02/2007 : 16:38:01

Yeah! I see what you mean Mark. My mum saved both discs for me which I am really grateful for...
Love, Laura xx

*Everything in moderation including moderation*
United Kingdom
3075 Posts

Mark
I’ve got a good thing

Poste d - 11/02/2007 : 17:33:07

LOL!....I'm now wondering if the creator of Thunderbirds, Gerry Anderson did base the look of Lady P on Dusty?!!
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After all, the episodes were all made during the course of 1965, Dusty was certainly at a peak then!
Mark

United Kingdom
5309 Posts

daydreamer
Moderator

Poste d - 11/02/2007 : 18:04:28

I've always been absolutely sure he did Mark
Carole x

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

karenina
Little by little

280 Posts

Poste d - 12/02/2007 : 01:47:36

I got my second one. I've never heard Quiet Please -it sounds a bit Abbaresque. I have to be disloyal to Dusty re We
are Family. My kids sang the best version at school a couple of years back! .Its got funny bonus tracks again -maybe
they are sending out subliminal messages. The writings so small you could easily think you are going to get more Dusty

goin back
Little by little

United Kingdom
519 Posts

Poste d - 18/07/2007 : 00:02:55

I've got 2 extra copies of Disc No.2 of this freebie Sunday Express set that I've picked up for nowt in a local charity
shop so if anyone out there in Dustyland missed out on them and would like one let me know... and if I find copies of
Disc No.1 I'll forward them on to!

"When in doubt, clean the cat box... that levels you out quicker than anything I can think of."
Teda
Little by little

Poste d - 18/07/2007 : 02:14:58

I would like to have it. Love Teda xx
USA
384 Posts

MattMidd1
I’ve got a good thing

Poste d - 18/07/2007 : 16:17:43

oh I have a copy of disc one and two for anyone
United Kingdom
4270 Posts

Matt.

Teda
Little by little

Poste d - 18/07/2007 : 22:48:52

Well Matt I would like it. We get nothing here. Love Teda.xx
USA
384 Posts

goin back
Little by little

United Kingdom
519 Posts

Poste d - 19/07/2007 : 00:53:58

Hey Matt do you wanna send your copies of both Discs (I'm assuming they're the original ones from the paper and not
copies you've made!?!
) to Teda seeing as you have both of them and I only have Disc 2, that way she can have
them both in one go instead of having to wait for whenever I can find another copy of Disc 1?
When the next freebie one comes out on Monday I shall try to get up early and pick up a few extra copies if I can
(they're on a first come, first served basis) just in case!
Bev x

Teda
Little by little

Poste d - 19/07/2007 : 05:30:01

That would be nice. Thank you. Just let me know. Love Teda xx
USA
384 Posts

MattMidd1
I’ve got a good thing

Poste d - 19/07/2007 : 16:15:03

Yep, both originals - not copies.
United Kingdom
4270 Posts

Matt.
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Poste d - 19/07/2007 : 20:30:24

What do I do? Thank you Love Teda xx
USA
384 Posts

MattMidd1
I’ve got a good thing

Poste d - 19/07/2007 : 21:04:02

E-mail me your address and then I'll send you the CDs
United Kingdom
4270 Posts

Matt.

goin back
Little by little

Poste d - 19/07/2007 : 22:48:50

Just thought that made a lot more sense... cheers Matt!
United Kingdom
519 Posts

Bev
goin back
Little by little

Poste d - 13/08/2007 : 22:43:12

If anyone else missed out and would like them I picked up another copy of both discs again today for 10p!
United Kingdom
519 Posts

Kathy
Wasn't born to follow

Poste d - 14/08/2007 : 01:53:03

You're a treasure Bev. I have copies, but I am sure that someone will want them.
xx
Kathy
"I sometimes smile when I think of how I looked then..."

Australia
6508 Posts

allherfaces
Administrator

Poste d - 14/08/2007 : 02:28:24

Maybe we can meet up in London next month...I'd be happy to take these things off your hands.

USA
14235 Posts

goin back
Little by little

Poste d - 20/08/2007 : 01:36:23

And I'd be happy to pass them on!
United Kingdom
519 Posts
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